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Preparing for The Visit: The Plan

• Teleconference

• 1 week to complete the audit plan

• Good points….
• Auditors were clear as to what was needed (focus on evidence)
• Immediate engagement by CJD Unit staff / Legal services

• More difficult….
• Identifying representation from Info Sec and IT Infrastructure
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Preparing for The Visit: The Key Documents

• Teleconference
• 1 week: to complete the audit plan

• + 3 weeks: to provide documents 

• Good points….
• Generally easy to identify what would be needed
• Support from DPO, Procurement, HR, IS
• Uploading documentation

• More difficult….
• Chasing documents across multiple departments with no 

prior contact
• Access to the documents once found
• Countering push-back in some areas
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Preparing for The Visit: Final Preparations

• Teleconference
• 1 week: to complete the audit plan
• + 3 weeks: to provide documents 

• + 2 weeks: to do final preparations (checking & collating evidence, logistics)
• Good points….
• Possible questions had been provided by audit team
• CJD Unit had an existing IG infrastructure with an evidence base
• Included areas outwith remit of audit (risk assessment and benefits)
• Logistics and admin relatively straightforward
• Computer provided and locked down

• More difficult….
• Migration to Data Safe Haven just before audit – was this sensible?
• ISO27001 compliance clouded some issues
• Substantial impact on other work areas
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The Visit
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Focus

• Information transfer: 
• eg. data flow, data classification, asset register, backup procedures, data 

deletion

• Access Control: 
• eg. starters/leavers/movers processes, training, patching, security, privilege 

controls, access logs, risk logs

• Data destruction: 
• eg. responsibilities, processes, contracts, certificates, paper, digital, re-use vs 

destruction

• Operational management: 
• eg.  IG training, local vs UoE policies, DPIA, internal audit, risk register, 

incident management; asset management; privacy statement
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Feedback
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Impressions

Overall
• The auditors were pleasant, professional and did what they said they would;
• The audit was useful in informing processes/highlighting blind spots;
• Did it help enlist engagement at higher level?

As auditees, what worked for us:
• We identified and engaged with relevant departments early on;
• We had a coordinator with autonomy to make decisions;
• We didn’t rely on ISO27001 accreditation (although it will help);

NHS Digital need to provide:
• More discussion time for findings (good and bad) 
• Clarity on how the final risk category is derived
• Greater granularity in the relationship between findings and risk 
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Good
• A clear plan was given up front; good guidance regarding what evidence was 

required before the audit (we provided all documentation in one document – 148 
pages, plus numerous links to public facing policies and processes). The auditors 
were available and responsive.

• The auditors identified up front what study they were auditing.
• Whole heartedly agree that the auditors were pleasant, professional and did what 

they said they would.
• The auditors had clearly read all the provided documentation, reviewed all our web 

pages and stuck to the structure of the agenda. 
• The auditors also stuck to all agreed post audit timeframes and provided the final 

report on time, communication was very good.
• Being audited demonstrates how seriously IG is taken by data providers and is useful 

for getting ‘buy in’ from staff at all levels.
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As auditees, what worked for us:
• We have a departmental level DSPT (ScHARR) and a departmental IG committee which 

works closely with our central IT security team and the local study team. Representatives 
from all areas attended the audit meeting.

• We gave a short presentation at the start of the audit covering the structure of our 
organisation and how the study being audited fits within the overall governance structure. 

• We are clear about the scope of our DSPT.

Unexpected
• The auditors had clicked through and read a lot of information on the University website 

and were very keen to know about formal structures of disseminating policies, 
procedures, guidance and information throughout the University (both from top down 
and back again). 

• We have a member of the central information security team on our ScHARR IG Committee 
and on the UEB Information Management and Security Group (IMSG), which reports to 
the UEB. However, it was difficult to evidence a formal structure. 
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For NHS digital
• We believe there could be more specific requirements; it feels that that the auditors 

assessed us on unstated, subjective and moving target of "best practice".
• This makes it difficult to move forward with a ‘concrete roadmap’ and has in the past 

caused confusion around requirements, taking a lot of time to resolve.
• A clear requirements document would be very helpful.


